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EXT. DARK STREET- 9PM

FADE IN

Dark street where it’s cold, buses are few and far between

right outside a graveyard.

Jack, 16, slim, dark blue jeans, white coat.

Jaimie, 16, slim, blue top, dark shoes.

Hilary, 15, slim, green coat, white trainers

Jack Jaimie and Hilary are out on a Thursday evening after

being to the cinema. They walk further for a bit talking

it’s getting darker.

JAIMIE

That was a good film, what do you

guys think?

It starts to thunder

JACK

very scary, never thought I seen

anything as scary as.

Hilary points finger out in front

JAIMIE

Look there’s a fox, d’you wanna

follow it and see where it takes

us?

Jaimie and Jack look at each other as if to is she of her

rocker or something? In spite of that the e of them decide

to follow the fox in to grave yard.

In the grave yard they meet 2 junkies sitting on the steps

they stop and have a laugh with the junkies and fall asleep

in the graveyard.

EXT. GRAVEYARD- 8AM

Gravestones as far as eye can see until your eyes are taken

to a set of concrete steps.

Hilary stands up and points to Jaimie whom she fins stripped

down to the breasts.

(CONTINUED)
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HILARY

Jack look.

JACK

Yeah nice tits aye.

HILARY

I’m not talking about that, OK,

Jaimie has been stripped down to

the breasts, but look at that big

red mark on her neck it’s like

she’s been attacked by some form of

vampire.

JACK

Jaimie are you OK?

JAIMIE

I’ve been attacked by a vampire.

Hilary and Jack stand there for a few seconds of shocked

silence.

JACK

Doesn’t that make you a vampire?

JAIMIE

Only at midnight, if you want to be

taken in as one just ask me for a

hiccy at midnight.

HILARY

Why a hiccy?

JAIMIE

Hilary- look at my neck. I don’t

know what it’s called, but it feels

so great-much better but more

painful. I love it.

JACK

But last night after that vamp

film.

JAIMIE

Jack- I am a vamp, when you’re a

vamp you don’t care.

At that moment a big wolf roar sounds coming from down those

steps at the end.

(CONTINUED)
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HILARY

What the hell was that?

JACK

It came from down those steps that

lead to that abandoned field where

when people have gone down alone,

there’s been no return.

JAIMIE

Well lets all go down together.

HILARY

Yeah, we can’t waste anymore time.

Just 1 thing Jaimie.

JAIMIE

Yes Hill?

HILARY

Please put your jumper back on,

your making me feel cold.

EXT. ABANDONED FIELD-7PM

They are at the top of the steps. It’s cold and getting dark

again Jack peaks down and see’s how deep it is.

JACK

I think I’m going to be sick.

Jack Jaimie and Hilary decide to go down the steps.

JACK

I’m so exited.

HILARY

(I’m so scared.

(sarcastically))

JAIMIE

I’m so bloody cold.

They walk further down the steps and along and stop when

they hear thunder crack again. They hear a screaming sound

of a woman behind a bush.

Hilary goes round to investigate.

HILARY

What the? AAAAAGHHHHH!!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Hilary runs back round to her friends crying in fright gives

Jack a hug, then Jaimie a hug.

JAIMIE

What’s the problem dear?

HILARY

There’s a dead body in there with a

knife through the chest.

JACK

I think we aught to get out of

here, do any of you guys remember

how we got here.

Jaimie points to stairs

JAIMIE

Up that way.

Jaimie, Hilary and Jack go up the stairs run through the

grave yard to the bus stop and meet a mad man at the bus

stop.

Mad man, white hair, white beard, brown coat, carries stuff

in a towel on a stick

MAD MAN

Hello hello.

No replies bus arrives.

MADMAN

I said hello hello.

HILARY

We don’t know you so fuck off.

Jaimie, Hilary and Jack run on to the bus. They are now

sitting down.

HILARY

What do you reckon about that mad

man then?

JAIMIE

That’s him.

JACK:

Who?

(CONTINUED)
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JAIMIE

The vampire that attacked me last

night.

Hilary: That’s it Jaimie vamp, I want you to take me in as a

vampire.

JACK

Me to.

JAIMIE

Are you sure, there will be nothing

for you to feed on except from

Blood, dead bodies Strong coffee

and ready salted crisps. You’ll

have no family, few friends and

you’ll be out all day all night and

finally all that were your family

will worry.

HILARY

Just take us in.

JACK

Yes take us in.

Jack and Hilary smile with excitement.

JAIMIE

Meet me, and possibly a shit lot of

other vampires at quarter to

midnight at the cemetery so I can

explain to you vamp life first.

EXT. BUS STOP- 11.45PM

Jaimie is at the bus stop next to the cemetery drinking a

bottle of blood she had stored in her handbag waiting on

Jack and Hilary when the bus arrives.

JACK

Jaimie.

JAIMIE

Jack, Hilary.

HILARY

Hiya hen.

Jack, Hilary and Jaimie walk to the cemetery discussing what

Jack and Hilary are going to have done to them.

(CONTINUED)
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JAIMIE

Right its now 10 to twelve. So I

have only a few seconds left to

tell you whats going to happen. In

ten minutes the clouds will cover

the moon and that’s when most

vampires need our blood fix hence

why I said meet at 11.45. Anyway

when I give steal some of your

blood you shall remain unconscious

for 1 hour exactly, then finish off

your sleep as normal, just you’ll

be a vampire when you two are

sleeping I’ll lie next to to make

sure everything’s ok. Your

instincts will come as natural and

the first thing you do as you wake

up in the morning.

Jack: What happens now then.

Its now midnight Jaimie begins to choke. (MS)

JAIMIE

I want your blood.

Jaimie pulls over Hilary, takes a bite in her neck and

begins to suck.

HILARY

Fuckin hell Jaimie that’s sair.

5 seconds pass.

.....Oh yes, that’s so fuckin good.

Hilary drops out on the grass, arms out, and falls asleep.

JAIMIE

What about you Jack?

JACK

What about me? What about that

bleeding cut on Hilary’s neck.

JAIMIE

It’ll be ok in the morning it’ll

just look like an enormous hiccy

like what I’ve got. I’ll look after

your body overnight.

JACK

I don’t want to be a vamp.

(CONTINUED)
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JAIMIE

OK I understand. come over here and

give us a hug.

Jack Leans over to hug Jaimie, and Jaimie sneakily Sucks his

blood

JACK

Jaimie.

Moans for 5 Seconds then begins to enjoy and falls to the

ground

JAIMIE

Don’t worry you to I’ll still be

here in the morning.

Jaimie lies down between her 2 friends and puts an arm round

each of them.

EXT. CEMETERY- 11AM

It’s now morning Jaimie is looking after her friends bodies.

HILARY

Jaimie wake up.

JAIMIE

What the fuck.

Jack and Hilary titter.

JAIMIE

Oh it’s only just you two. Listen,

before I went to sleep last night,

I was thinking about what we could

do today.

JACK

So what do you suggest.

JAIMIE

I was thinking about that dead body

in the abandoned field.

HILARY

Yes.

JAIMIE

Was just wondering If you two want

to go down and investigate it.

(CONTINUED)
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JACK

Wont we get killed.

JAIMIE

You seen to be forgetting one thing

Jack.

JACK

And what is that?

JAIMIE

We’re dead already. Or we can’t die

one or the other.

Hilary covers her mouth in shock.

HILARY

What if we get caught and arrested.

JAIMIE

We’ll cross that bridge when we

find it.

HILARY

I fancy some blood. Come here

Jaimie.

Hilary pulls Jaimie over but finds nothing

happening. Jaimie titters.

HILARY

Why’s nothing happening?

JAIMIE

Because you can only take fresh

from a body at midnight.

Jaimie put’s hand in her handbag.

.....Here’s a glass bottle with

some blood i kept stored from last

night.

JACK

Can I have some.

JAIMIE

Hilary could you share with Jack?

Right come on you two salty chips

are on me we need salt to decrease

tolerance.

Jaimie walks to the chippy Hilary and Jack follow. They get

to the chippy find they have no money so they punch a
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fishmonger each causing a nosebleeds. and suck all the blood

via nosebleeds, steal chips and rent room in a hotel for a

night and at midnight they leave. On the way out they take

other guests as vamps. When these 3 guests (Bryan Phil, and

Jim) collapse they get sneakily carried out to graveyard and

lie there where they sleep.

EXT. BACK BY THE STONES-10PM

Bryan Phil and Jim awaken. Jaimie Jack and Hilary can’t

sleep.

BRYAN

Who the hell are you.

JAIMIE

I’m Jaimie the vampire, these are

my vampire friends Jack and Hilary.

You guys wont need to worry about

worrying anymore because your one

of us now feeding nothing but

Blood, Coffee and salty snacks.

PHIL

I want out of here.

HILARY

You can’t. reality is now for us

vampires a fallacy. The only

connection we have with it is sight

and vision.

Phil looks over the bush.

JIM

How do we keep ourselves occupied?

JAIMIE

Follow us down the stairs.

HILARY

Careful now.

JACK

I’ll show you how we feed, I like

to call it the snack drawer.

JIM

What does he mean?

(CONTINUED)
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JAIMIE

Mmmmm. Looks sounds and smells

tasty.

The 3 guys start eating the bags of salty crisps..

PHIL

Fucking hell, that’s really tasty.

HILARY

Tuck in there’s seconds due.

EXT. LYING IN THE PARK-11PM

It’s the end of the day. of 5 of them are in the cemetery

lying down, it’s just gone past midnight all of them have

had there blood fix.

JIM

I suppose this is gonna be us

everyday and night for the rest of

time.

JAIMIE

Got it in one.

FADE TO BLACK


